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Fresh insights into
the Aldingham
‘motte’:

It has been commonly
presumed that this was the first ‘motte and bailey’ castle of Michael le
Fleming which he later left to build something more substantial in
stone. There has always been a sense that the mount was in fact much
older, possibly linked to the Viking era in Furness. Here’s a little snippit
to test those assumptions!
In the Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian
and Archaeological Society Volume 9 for the period 1885-87 there is a
report on ‘The Two Moated Mounds Liddell and Aldingham’ by the
Worshipful Chancellor Ferguson FSD in which he quotes Dr.Barker who
suggested that the mound was nothing more than a burial mound because ‘by the directions of the late Colonel Braddyl of Conishead Priory,
a small shalf had been sunk down the centre of the hill from the top
and a portion of human bones were brought to light’ .
However, Revd. T. Tolming who had also been on the ‘dig’ added that
‘we also found bones that had been burnt, also a boar’s tusk..
He concluded ’We discovered enough to confirm the opinion we held
that it was the ruin of a very ancient sacrificial altar’
More from Aldingham on the next page……….

When does graffiti become art?

These little ‘boats’ were etched into the back pew at
St. Cuthbert’s Church, Aldingham perhaps during a long
sermon…..
I am led to understand that they are in fact carved to
depict the types of boat which sailed up the Bay to
Conishead and Bardsea and would assume that they are
from the late 1800’s or early 1900’s (unless a reader
can tell us otherwise)….

There are several initials, etc. which are more recent…. would like to find out
who the ‘scribes’ were………….

Now for one or two snippits from URSWICK
A number of newspaper cuttings have come to light for the period
around 1906-1910 when much repair and restoration work was going on
at Urswick Church. One fascinating article which must have been published around 1902-3 shows a sketch of the church prior to the churchyard extensions being made.

Take note of the large ‘marker stone’ outside of what was then the
main gate; a closer inspection would suggest a carved cross of some
antiquity on the face of it; could this be a further clue to the Celtic
origins of the site? The search has begun to find this stone– one
can’t imagine it being removed or broken up entirely…. So watch this
space.
The gentleman in the sketch is the Revd. Robert Burden Billinge who
was vicar at Urswick from 1878 to 1902.
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